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1. 1NTRODUCT10N 
Since Nepal had been isolated from outside by a high mountain barrier and 
also by her national policy， actual situation of agriculture and the crops in Nepal 
Himalaya had only been known fragmentarily until recent time. Nakao (1956) is 
the first who has made an extensive collection of barley samples in this四gl'叩卸d
studied their morphological characteristics in detail. Aαording to him， as m釦 y
as thirty five varieties representing different combinations of田veralendemic mor-
phological characteristics were found within this na町owregion， which could be 
grouped into Indian， Himalayan and Tibetan ty戸s. The Indian type barley 
∞cur四dm価 tlyin the回uthemf∞tof Himalayan mountain r釦 gesbelow 1，000 m， 
the Himalayan type in the central region at altitude of 1，000 to 2，500 m and the 
Tibetan type at localities above 2，500 m in the northeastem part of Nepal. 
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Stimulated by Vavilov's classical work (1926) which has dem∞strated that 
East Asia is one of the centers of diversity of cultivated barley fonns， re記arch
workers began to take白 P配ialinte民stin the barley forms distributed in the high 
mountainous regions of eastern Asia， including Tibet and Nepal. Aberg (1940) 
made a clo田 studyof the barley materials col1配tedin 1934-35 by H. Smith in 
the region around Tachenlu of伺 sternTibet (now included in S蹴 hwanProvince， 
China). Sub明 uentlyFreisleben (1943) and BfUcher and Aberg (1950) disclo剖
characteristics of the barley forms endemic to回uthernTibet and Sikkim， materials 
of which were col1配tedby Dr. E. Schafer-Ex戸ditionin 1938-39. These efforts 
were rewarded not only with detailed information about the nature and variation of 
Tibetan cultivated barleys， but also with the discovery of Hordeum agriocrithon 
E. Aberg， a six-rowed， brittle， covered barley distributing in Taofu (匂配hwan)，
Lha凧 andSikkim (Aberg 1938， Freisleben 1943， BrUcher and Aberg 1950 and 
Schiemann 1951). 
In an expatiation of Vavilov's work， the p即時ntwriter百havebeen working 
on barley extensively and in 1955 a伽 inedto a tentative conclusion that there are 
two ty戸sof cultivated barley， Oriental and Occidenぬ1，each of which is charac-
terized by a number of characters or genes endemic to the res戸ctiveregions and 
further that there might be the border of the geographical distribution of these two 
types in the region n伺 rNepal and India. In 1956 we r配 eivedfrom Dr. Nakao 
229 h回d田mpl<白ofthe Nepalese barley from his collection. In addition， a num-
berof鉛edor head回mplesof Nepalese and lndian barleys were given to us by Mr. 
Yaichi Hotta and Mr. Guru Dayal Pershad. Th田ematerials have since been grown 
in our experimental field for more than ten y伺お andsubjected to mo叩hological，
physiol噌icaland genetical studi田.The r'白ults田 f町 obtainedwill be presented in 
this pa戸r.
1. MATERIALS AND METHOD 
A total of 290 strains of Nepalese and Indian barleys were u鉛din this in-
ve銑igation.They are as follows : 
Nakao's col配 tion:229 head回mpl，回fromNepal Himalaya with one exception 
which was obtained in Mu回ffarpur，Bihar State， India. Received in 1956. 
Hot旬、∞Uection:17 head回mplesfrom Sipche and Philem located in the upper 
basin of the river Buri Gandaki， central Nepal. R配eivedin 1954. 
Pershad's collection: 14母吋舗mpl回 fromf∞thilof Nepal Himalaya and 30 seed 
国mpl田 fromfive northern States of India. R配eivedin 1953 and 1954. 
All ofthese materials had been grown every y伺 rin the experimental field of 
the Ohara Institute at Kurashiki，回uth-westernJapan before 1957， but ther，白fter
they we目 subdividedinto three grou戸如dgro明 1in a thr田・yearcycle. The s伺ds
were generally回'wnin mid-November and cultured by the conventional method. 
R配。'rdswe問 repeatedlytaken at the field for the following characters: growth 
ty戸 ofseedling， presence or absen四 ofhairs on lower leaf-sheaths and also pig-
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ment and its shade of various plant parts， h回 dtype and time of heading and 
ha何回t. Stem length was m回 suredin 1957 at their maturity. Detailed observa-
説明 andJor measuremen生swere made after harvest regarding the配veralhead 
characters， such as lengths of rachis intemode (spike density)， spike length， awn 
lengths of the central spikelet on middle and lateral rows， hairs on and length of 
empty glumes， hair types of rachi1la， color of caryopsis， etc. Some of the physiolo-
gical and geneti田 1characters were inv白tigatedusing special1y prepared materials， 
m儲 tlyunder the controlled growing ∞nditions， the details of which will be羽白d
in the r，四戸ctiveparagraphs. 
II. CLASSIFICATION OF V ARIETIES AND THEIR 
GEC陪RAPHICALDISTRIBUTION 
As Nakao (1956) classified his Nepale配 materialsafter the morphological 
system by勘fansfeld，the回mesyst回 1was adopted for the classification of our 
materials in order to compare ouぉ withNakao's r，白ult. This system prop<濁edto 
embra四 althe cultivated barley forms in a single s伊cies， Hordeum vulgare 
L. s.l. and then subdivide them into the following five convars: (1) IIexastichon(L.) 
Alef. s.1. (2) intermedium (Kom.) Mansf. (3) distichon Alef. s.1. (4) deficiens 
Alef. s.1. and (5) labile (Schiemann) Mansf. The development and fe凶 ity
of the lateral spikelets， which are known to be determined by multiple alleles on 
V-l∞us， with the exception of labile type， are the main characteristics that differ-
entiate the配 convars. Under each of these convars， varieties are further classified 
aαording to the differences in combinations of the following characteristics of spike 
and kemels: covered and naked kemel， spike density， awn length or development 
and site of tr江町田teappendages on lemma， awn dentation， length of empty glum同
color of lemma， awn and kemels， etc. 
Table 1 giv白 thevarieti白 identifiedand number of岨mplesof each variety， 
found among our Nepalese and Indian回mples， trigether with the places of collec-
tion and their altitude. The diagn咽6ccharacterisu四 ofthe田 varietiesare shown 
in Appendix 1 and a map showing the places of collection in Fig. 1. 
As the matter of cour配， the results presented in Table 1 aαord well with 
Nakao・sresults published in 1956. Namely， Nepalese and lndian barleys are wholly 
consisted of the varieties belonging to either ∞nvar. hexastichon (L.) Alef. s. 1. 
or convar. intermedium (Kom.) Mansf.， and no varieties of three other convars 
were found in th間 regions.Mor田 ver，28 out of the 35 varieties listed in Nakao・s
paper we配 foundamong our Nepalese materials. The remaining seven varieti白
were， we suppose， rare in his col配iionand hence not sent to us. 
lt must be mentioned， however， that our Nepale配 materialsincluded the 
following six varieties which were not listed in Nakao・spa戸r.
1) Cαlvar. hexastichon (L.) Alef. s.1. var. violaceum Kom.: This is alm個t
the回meas var. coelesta as to head and awn structure， but has deeply purple 
colored chaff and kemels. Places of collection of this type are Chame， Thonje， 
Gho and Ngyak in Nepal. 
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2) Convar. hexastichonι.) A1ef. s.1. var. hangaicum (Vav. et Or1.) Mansf. : 
This is almost similar to var. violaceum Korn. as to the structure of head and 
awn， and al田 colorof lemma and kernels， but the rachis internode length is 
回mewhatshorter (2.7 mm) th印 theabove listed var. violaceum (3.4 mm). Two 
回mplesof this type were found among the co11ection at Pi担ngin mid-mountain 
region of Nepal. 
3) Corivar. hexastichon (L.) Alef. s.1. var. asiaticum (Vav.) Mansf.: This is 
a lax毛ared，short-awned， naked form or may be伺 1edas naked type of var. 
breviaristatum (Vav.) Mansf. This is not found among Nakao's∞11ection， but 
is a major component of the担mplesco11ected by Hotta at Sipche in the upper 
basin of the river Buri Gandaki. 
4) Convar. hexastichon (L.) Alef. s. 1. var. collinum R. Takahashi var. nova.: 
Rachis tough，伺rdense， rachis internode about 2.5 mm inlength， glume narrow 
and linear lanceolate， awn long with dentation， color of ear bluish grey， kernel 
∞vered， aleurone green. This was found among the田mplesfrom U11eri. 
5) Convar. hexastichon (L.) A1ef. s. 1. var. n;grihypatherum R. Takahashi 
var. nova.: Rachis tough， ear dense， rachis internode about 2.6 mm inlength， 
glume narrow， awn short with dentation， kernel covered， color of回 rand awn 
black， kernel black. Two田mpleswere found among the materials from U11eri. 
6) Convar. intermedium (Korn.) Mansf. var. philemense R. Takahashi var. 
nova.: This is a lax-eared form of var. boteanum Nakao， namely， spikelets in 
triplets， a1 the flowers fertile， ear lax， rachis internode 3.0 mm in length， tr証ur-
伺 teappendages (hα油)attached to lemma awns longer than 1 cm in the central 
row and almost awnless in the lateral rows， glume narrow， kernel naked， color of 
ear and awn ye11ow. This was found among the co1配 tionat Philem in the upper 
basin of Buri Gandaki (Hotta's col配tion).
Geographical distribution of these varieties in Nepal and lndia is not haphazard. 
As is already pointed out by Nakao (1956)印 dr，位。伊包ableal田 inTable 1 which 
is prepared from our result， the fo11owing four毘gionsof central Nepal and North 
India are each∞cupied by different groups of varieties. 
North India: Varietal comIX渇Itionof North Indian barley is rather simple; the 
principal forms are var. coerulescens and var. hybernum， which may be ca11ed 
true Indian type. 
Lowland Nepal: In the田uthernf，∞t area of Himalayan ranges in central Nepal， 
m佃t1yles than 1，000 m high， are found the cαnmon six-rowed， covered forms 
only. About one half of them 1∞k like the Indian type and the remaining are the 
dense eared forms with long or short awns， such as parallelum， hypatherum， 
ullerense or subhypatherum. Thus， the varieties in this region are釦mewhat
different from those found in North India， although Nakao (1956) has maintained 
出atthis region is田lely∞cupiedby the Indian type barley. 
Kali Gandaki basin: Going upstream Kali Gandaki， we enter the目gionof a diver-
sity of covered bar1ey forms， wherein a number of varieties belonging to∞nvar. 
intermedium appear besides those of convar. hexastichon. Naked varieties are 
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stil n叫 somany in this region， however. 
Buri Gandaki basin: Covered varieties are rarely met with in this region，釦d
instead， there a p戸armultifarious naked varieties of both convar. hexastichon 
and convar. intermedium. These naked varieties were named by Nakao as 
Tibetan type. 
Marsyandi basin: As is鈴enin Fig. 1， up戸rbasin of Marsyandi river is the 
regi∞lying betw目nupper basins of Kali Gandaki and Buri Gandaki回 thata 
large number of varieties， both covered and naked，∞cur altogether. M，情tof the 
varieti田 distributingin偲 ntralNepal， exぽ ptingIndian type varieties， are a∞時
sible in this narrow民民on.
IV. INVESTIGATION OF THE INDIVIDUAL MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERS 
Nepalese barleys include a number of peculiar characters of practical as well 
as genetical interest， of which Nakao (1956)凶salready made brief comments 
In order to supplement Nakao's remarks and to elucidate the feature of Nepale記
barleys， variation， genetics and g'ωgraphical distribution of釦meof th悶 characters
have been studied in回memore details. The results will be given below. 
1. lntermedium or Laterally Awnless Character 
The intermedium barley of both covered and naked types∞curs abundantly 
in NepaI. All of them are of six-rowed ty戸 whoselateral spikelets are entirely 
lacking their awns， but nevertheless are∞mpletely fertile. As to the length of 
awns on central florets they are∞nsiderably variable and can be classified into 
three types， long-awned (150--80 mm)， short-awned (65--20 mm) and almost 
awnless (less than 20 mm) (Figs. 3 and 4). lt is interesting to n悦 thatthe naked 
intermedium barleys are markedly different from the covered on白血 the length 
of central awns or lemma appendag'倍:al the naked barleys we received from 
Nakao are of long-awned ty戸， though Nakao (1956) found a few short-awned 
forms such as var. nudicapi・tatumand nudiniρponicum. Besides th田e，hα対ed
intermedium barleys with naked kernels， such as cornutum， boteanum and 
ρhilemense are also not rare. on the contrary， the ma炉，rityof the covered 
intermedium barleys are short-awned or awnl側 10ぽ ntralrow of spikelets， and 
long-a wned forms αコcurinfrequently. 
Genetics of the fertile intermedium character was studied by many authors. 
According to Syakudo (1947)， there are five alleles on a single 1∞us d白 ignated1 
by him where i isthe allele for normal awn development and four others， /1 to 
h al incompletely dominant over i， are th倒 ehaving different diminishing effect 
upon the awn lengths of central as well as lateral florets as shown in the following. 
We have not yet tried to identify the genes involved in the Nepalese intermedium 
barleys， but it seems as卯ssibleto infer that the 1∞g-awned intermedium forms 
might have ι/1 gene in common and the short-awned and awnless forms have the 
genesんんand1.1.， respectively， ifno other gene or genes to diminish the awn 
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Alleles 
{homoz亨伊国}
1111 
1212 
1313 
1.14 
R.edぽ tionof awn lez唱曲(mm)in 
Central row La国軍110明
0.164 
1.912 
4.536 
13.23ο 
2.514 
12.892 
11.630 
12.077 
length are included togeher in their genoty戸5・
2. Hooded Character 
A glance at Table 1詑 V伺 ls出at出ehooded barleys∞αlr frequently in Nepal. 
The田 metable also shows that， with one exception of var. horsfordianum， al 
t恥 hα泊edbarleys are of naked type distributing upper basin of the rivers Mars-
yandi and Buri Gandaki. As the hooded barley is known to∞cur very rarely in 
the other 戸市 ofthe world eXI白 ptTibet and central China， above-stated facts 
natural1y lead us to a sup戸>sitionthat出ischaracter might ha ve arisen in the naked 
barley in the high altitudinal region of Nepal or its neighboring region， Tibet. 
And，出isview may be田 pported，though in part， by出eeviden偲 providedby 
Suneson and Stevens (1957) that the hα泊edty戸 isfavorable only in the high 
mountainous pla偲 s，but definitely inferior in productivity to the normal， awned 
type in the lower places. 
Nepale記 hoodedbarleys are蹴 minglymultifarious. Nakao (1956) classified 
them into four types: the normal， elevated， subja偲 ntand knot-like hα刈edones， 
aαording加 thedevelopment and site of the lemma appendages (蹴Fig.5). Among 
them. the normal or sessile hαxled type is the commonest， and the thl'田othersare 
not so frequent. 
It is inter四tingand useful for the varietal classification to know what kinds 
ofgen田 areresponsible for th蹴 differenthα泊edty戸s.As is well-known， the 
normal or sessile hα対 isgovemed by a gene， K， which is completely dominant 
over k for long awn. There are， it記ems，回megenes that mod証ythe eH民tof 
K， r白ultingin elevated or四bja偲 nt-likehα対inthe presence of K， inasmuch as 
such modified forms have often ap戸aredin the記gregatinggenerations of the 
cro蹴 sbetween the normal hα出 dand long-awned varieties. Takahashi et a/. 
(1953) have shown that K< and sk are responsible for the elevated and subjacent 
hα出， res戸ctively，and that K' is alelic to K and田midominantover k for long 
awn， while sk is independent of K-seri回 and∞mpletely rl配essiveto Sk for long 
awnedωldition. Further， ithas b偲 ndemonstrated that there a民 anumber of 
modifiers for K'， which markedly arrest the development of hood-like ap戸ndage
and， when accumulated， redu民 theappendage to a tiny knot or pro戸文i∞
attached near the top of long awn (Takahashi and Hayashi 1956). 
Two記riesof genetic experiments were carried out. One was to determine 
whether the subjacent-like forms have the gene sk or not. Five cro蹴 swere made 
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Fig. 4. Spik白 ofintermedium 国rley
differing in density. 
Left: very d回目 (v訂 .dundar-beyi 
from ]apan) 
middle: dense (var. nana-ρrasadii) 
right: lax (var. tonsum) 
Fig. 3. Three awned ty戸当日 ofintennedium 
barley: almωt aw叫悶(left)，short awned 
(middle) and long awned (right). 
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Fig.6. Variab!e expression of !emma 
appendages wi也 y匂 rsin var. 
boteanum， an e!evated hα対ed，
intermedium barley. 
Fig. 5. Hαxied spikes. 
Left: intermedium barley with 
e!evated hα由 (var.philemense) 
τbree others: norma! hαxied 
spikes differing in the site of 
hα対s(var. trifurcatum). 
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be抑制1the subja偲 nt-hαxl-likestrains， 1498， 1511， 1604， 1606 and 1620，回d
a long awned fonn， Natsudaikon-mugi. The F1 plants resulted from th悶 crosses
were found to develop， without ex偲 ption，normal hood. This su邸 estedthat al 
these fonns tested had no sk gene， but a dominant nonnal hαxl gene， K， in
common， together with田memodifiers having ef配tsof lowering the site of hα札
The配condexperiment aimed to identify the hα対edgene involved in a group of 
strains of var. boteanum. Judging from their ap戸aranceof heads， itis almost 
certain that they belong to convar. intermedium and have some certain kind 
of gene for hα対. But the expr田sionof hα対.edcharacter in the central row is 
considerably irregular and moreover it varies from head to head and from y伺 rto 
year (Fig. 6). Four cr由記swere made between the repre配ntativestrains of var. 
boteanum， 1391， 1645， 1647 and 1650， and a long-awned， sIx-rowed variety， 
Natsudaikon-mugi， and the segregation in F~ generation of the hα対edand awned 
characters was investigated. The問凱.ut，shown in Table 2， indicates that the 
TABLE 2 
Segregation of the e!evated h∞d and long awn characters in F2 of the crosses 
between four strains of var. boteanum and a long awned var. Natsudaikon-mugi 
Na旬釘ud閣瓜制kon-bmyuE-i ElevEted 
hα泊(A)
1391 141 
1645 161 
1647 89 
1650 210 
To泊l 601 
Sum of the 4が's
P∞，Iedが
Het位。geneity
ab虫色)
59 
75 
37 
78 
249 
d. f. 
4 
1 
3 
A/B 
2.39 
2.15 
2.41 
2.69 
2.41 
χ2 
9.8924 
8.3592 
1.5332 
To旬l
200 
236 
126 
288 
850 
P 
.05-.02 
<.01 
.7・.5
χ2 P 
2.1600 .2・.1
5.7853 <.但
1.2804 .3・.2
0.6667 .6・.3
9.8924 
elevated and long-awned characters are govemed by a single gene pair， the elevated 
hα泊 beingdominant over the long awn. A clo田 analysisof the data discloses 
however a general tendency of segregating elevated hα出 dplants slightly les than 
expectation， which su回目tsincomplete expressivity of the gene for hαxled charac-
ter presumably in heter但 ygouscondition. It must be mentioned also that among the 
"elevated hαxled" segregants there were observed a series of markedly different 
expression of hooded character， ranging from typical elevatedωtiny knoted-awn 
types. These situations are just the田meas was observed in the Ft and later 
generations of a number of crosses with Chengchou-5 which has b田ndemonstrated 
to have a gene， K'， for the elevated h(凶 (Takahashiet al. 1953 and 1956). It 
蹴 msappropriate to c∞ぽivethat th悶 Nepalesestrains of var. boteanum rnay 
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al田 havethe田megene， KC， incommon. 
3. Short Awn 
Vavilov (1926) is the first to point out that the short-awned forms of barley 
are concentrated in the South-East Asian gene center of barley， including China 
and ]apan. Freisleben (1940) was in suc田sto demarcate the region of the short-
awned barley， indicating that the short-awned naked barleys are distributed in the 
regions of upper basin of Yangtse river， Nepal and North India (Almora and 
Dehri districts)， and the short-awned covered barleys are found in the regions of 
southem f.∞thils of Himalayas and Hindukush， but neither of them但 nbe found 
in the west thereof. 
As seen in Table 3， which represents the result in Table 1 in a simpler form， 
TABLE 3 
Frequencies of strains with different lemma appendages in different parts of 
Nepal and North India. Numerals in parenthesis are cited from Nakao (1956) 
Convar. hexQstichon Convar. intermeaium 
Region Cover岨 Naked Cov'釘ed Naked 
Iadwm-tl lSahmort | Hded h凶n噌g|門S凱ho加0位倒r此~tI Hawn I awn い引組側 hnglSMlawn awn awn awn Hαxled 
N出hIndia 29 一 1 一 一 1 
Ne戸1lowland 16 14 (192) (24) 
Kali Gandaki 12 13 13 一 。 2 14 。。 6 basin (142) (222) (200) (8 ) (5 ) (μ5) (2) (64) (10) 
MarsoyamsIn di 18 6 1 26 7 2 12 15 2 
(292) (53) (2 ) (975) 一 (233) (1) (136) (76) (1) 
Buri Gandaki 5 4 一 10 11 一 1 3 10 15 basin (15) (8) (603) (0) (9) (0 ) (76) 一 (66) 
Othe四 5 4 3 一 1 l 1 6 一
一i lJふ|芯 i;j;lJiiidJdiliム I" ~~~~; 'I~~~~; Iぷ I (ム r '~~;
the short-awned barleys are widely distributed over the central Nepal， just as 
Freisleben has pointed out. It is worthy to note that this character is principally 
carried by the covered barley only (var. breviaristatum， hyρatherum， ullerense 
and other百)， but very rarely by the naked forms， with one exception of var. 
asiaticum found only in Sipche. This is a situation quite similar to出at{ound 
among the intermedium barleys. Should we consider these as a mere coincidence， 
or as the consequence of adaptive differentiation? The 'solution is certainly an 
interesting future problem. 
Inheritance of the short-awn character of the Nepalese barleys was not 
studied so closely. The only information hitherto obtained is that the short-awn 
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character of two strains， 1481 and 1672， was inherited as simple r配essive to the 
long awned condition. 
4. Ear Density 
Ear density has long r配 eivedserious consideration and discussion from barley 
taxonomists. Some authors田paratethe varieties into two cla鋭 s，lax and dense， 
while some others into three cla臨 s，lax， dense and very dense. In the class出国・
tion of ear density types， visual ins戸ctionof the overlapping of the lateral kemels 
or measurement of the average rachis-intemode length are回 rriedout， and in the 
latter伺 sethe following criterion is generally applied: lax = longer than 2.8 mm ; 
dense = 2.8""'2.2 mm and very dense = shorter than 2.2 mm (see Fig. 4). In this 
study， both methods were applied for the classification of the strains. Fig. 7 shows 
variation histogram of the Nepalese and Indian barleys regarding the rachis-inter-
node length. 
35 
30 
25 
I。
5 
四 NEPALESE
図 IN 0 I A N 
3.0 3.3 3.6 3.9 4.2 
Rachis intemode length (mm) 
Fig. 7. Frequency histograms of the strains of Nepale鉛 andIndian ba.rleys with 
∞π悶pondingmchis intemode lengths. 
Aberg and Wiebe (1945) are of opinion that this character has only a 1凶ited
taxonomic value， becau舘 densitymeasurements vary from spike to spike， y回 rto 
y伺 rand place to place. Another weak point as a taxonomic character is， as was 
pointed out by田meauthors， the continuous nature of varietal variation of rachis 
intemode lengths. This may probably due in part to the fact that rachis intemode 
len~がh is govemed by a number of major and minor gen田 withdifferent effects 
upon this character. FoJ' these reasons， we sometimes encountered difficulties in 
sorting the strains into three definite clas配s，which is r明uiredfor Mansfeld's 
classification system. 
In spite of these difficulties in density determination， itis IX閣 ibleto say 
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without hesitation from Fig. 7也atNe凶蹴 andlndian barleys are exceed泊gly
variable as to the spike density， ranging from 1.9 to 5.2 mm in rachis-internode 
length， and further that 1ndia is rich in forms with very lax spikes， while Nepal is 
abundant in varieties with dense or very dense spikes. 1t概 ms出atthe extreme 
laxness of spikes， a氏側lpaniedby slender kernels， in 1ndian barleys results in the 
complete exposure of the ∞nsiderably long empty glumes from the kernels of the 
lateral rows， and this gives us such an imp児ssionthat 1ndian barleys are charac-
terized by the markedly protruded empty glum白 fromthe lateral kernel rows， and 
thereby伺 silydistinguished from the barleys of similar ear types from Nepal and 
the other parts of the world. 
lnheritance of the lax vs. dense spike character pair and its relation to the 
covered vs. naked character pair w邸 studiedusing two cr部sesof naked， den民
strains， 1645 and 1647， both belonging to var. boteanum， with a∞vered， lax 
variety， Natsudaikon-mugi. The 日記gregationdata， presented in Table 4， clearly 
TABLE 4 
Interrelationships between the lax vs. dense head and the covered vs. 
naked kernel character pairs in the two cr個目sof Nepalese 
barleys. 1645 and 1647， with Natsudaikon-mugi 
Naは包吋舗鋭aEikown-imth Ei Items Cover吋 Nak~_ Total χ2 P Lax Dense Lax Dense 
1645 Observed no. 168 8 6 50 232 
Calc.on9:3:3:1130.5 43.5 43.5 14.5 232 158.988 small 
Cma加le-EoMnme6.308n9M 1鋪.7 7.3 7.3 50.7 232 0.318 .98・.95
1647 Observed no. 87 10 7 24 128 
Calc. on9 : 3 : 3 : 1 72 24 24 8 128 55.333 smal1 
Calc.叩 14.01% 87.7 8.3 8.3 23.7 128 0.561 .95・.9recombination 
A weighted， average rec溜nbinati叩 value=9.16土6.仰伺(%)
indicate that both of the character pairs in question are each controlled by a 
single pair of gene， and they are not independently inherited. Excessive parental 
ty似~suggest a clo舘 linkagebetw配 nthem. The r，民ombinationvalues， calculated 
from these data by Immer's product method， were 14.01 and 6.38 per田nt， res-
pectively. Although the discrepancy betw田nthese two values was somewhat large， 
a weight吋， average valu四 wasclaculated， which was 9.2戸rcent. 1t is interest-
ing to note that the linkage value found here is very close to 9.38 per cent that 
was obtained in the experiment with a number of Japane記 densespike varieti白
(Takahashi et al. 1953)， which fact leads to a s1蹴 ulationthat the回megene for 
dense spike might be distributed in Nepal and Japan. 
5. Color 01 Caryopsis 
As to the color of caryo戸is， 1ndian and Nepale記 strainsαnbe cla羽fiedinto 
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four ty戸s，blue， black， purple and white ∞，lored. Blue or grl目 nkernel， due to 
anth配yaninin aleurone layer， is most common among our materials. This character 
is known to be govern吋 byadominant gene， BI， ingeneral， but color expr儲 ion
is not回 simple. 1t varies with variety and environment， from dark blue to light 
green. If weathered severely， light green one is hardly distinguished from the white 
one， es戸ciallyin covered forms. For the田 r白田ns，this character is not regarded 
as a good ta玄onomiccharacter. Repeated observations before and after maturity 
have revealed that majority parts of 1ndian barley strains and about two fifths of 
the Nepalese covered barleys have blue aleurone kernel， while the naked barleys 
are al white with only a few exceptions. 
Anth∞yanin in 戸ricarpand hull ap戸a四 asred color. Depth and shade of 
red color in barley伺 ryopsisdiffer considerably with varieties. Red color in lemma 
nerves is more or les conspicuous for sometimes after heading， but fades out at 
maturity. 白lythe d田戸stpurple color of lemma and kernel is generally used as 
a taxonomic character. Several銀mpl<田 ofthe naked forms with violet kernels 
could be found among the Nepale記 materials(var. violaceum and var. hangai・
cum)， which were almost similar to those found in Tibetan materials r配eived
frl叩 1Aberg. 
As pointed out by Aberg and Wiebe (1946)， black color of caryo戸is，due to 
a melanin-like substance， ismωt∞nspicuous and unfading among 0血ers，釦d
useful for classification. Several varieties with black caryopsis have b偲 ncoU配 ted
by Nakao in Nepa1. A，αording to him， a naked variety， tibetanum， was met 
withm白，tfrl句uentlyin the up戸rbasin of Buri Gandaki river. Several∞vered 
varieties with black caryo戸isoccuη吋 al叫 thoughnot so frequent1y as tibeta-
num， inNepa1. They are nigrum， ne.ρalense， nigrihyρatherum， of convar. 
he%astichon， and nana少rasadiiand nigrichinense of ∞nvar. intermedium. 
6. Hairs on Rachilla Surface 
1t is well-known出atthere are two types of hairs， long and short， on the 
rachil1a surface among the cultivated .barley varieties， which are∞nditioned by a 
single pair of gene， Ss， the long haired one being dominant over the short-haired 
condition. One of the writers， Takahashi (1955)， has confirmed that the short-
haired rachil1a is found ∞ly in the . Occidental I可ionぺwhilethe long-haired 
rachi1a isdistributed world-wide. 1n出isinvestigation， itwas found that alm佃 t
al of the Nepalese and 1ndian barley strains are characterized by the long-haired 
rachilla， and∞ly eight strains have the short-haired rachi1la. Among the latter 
type strains six are from Bimtakothi， Thonje， Pi回ngand Annapurna Base Camp 
in upper basin of Marsyandi river in Nepal and two are from India. 
7. Uzu or Semi-brachytic Growth 
Nakao (1956) has maintained in his paper that al the strains of var. boteanum 
and the majority parts of the strains of var. nudicongestum団 nbe rega吋edas 
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UZU or semi-brachytic type on the basis of the similarity to uzu in a few charac-
teristics of their adult plant. With田merea田ns，however， we could hardly agr田
with his opinion and hence thought as n町四回ryto ascertain the truth. 
As was shown before (Takahashi 1942)， one of the most conspicuous chara-
cters distinguishing the uzu from the normal is a markedly short coleoptile afforded 
with a p配uliarnotch and/or a tiny projection near its top. The first leaf is also 
markedly shorter and darker green colored in general. Firstly， therefore， the 
coleoptile lengths and seedling heights were compared between sixteen strains of 
var. boteanum and some typical normal and uzu type varieties， chiefly from 
Japan. The seedlings were grown at 250C in an incubator made of glass and the 
measurements were made 10 days after sowing. The results were that these 
Nepalese strains are almost the回 mein both the mean lengths of col田 ptileand 
plant height as the normal varieties， but were about 11 mm for coleoptile length and 
35mm for録edlingheight longer than the means of the uzu varieties. Mor回，ver，
no seedling characteristics伊culiarto the uzu form was exhibited by these Nepalese 
strains. 
Another information about the nature of these Nepalese strains was ob旬ined
bya genetic experiment made with the use of the F2 hybrids of thf溜 Nepalese
strains cr，部関dto both the normal type varieti田(Hayaki田 No.2 and Natsudaikon-
mugi) and the uzu type variety (Sakigake). Namely， segregation of the normal 
TABLE 5 
Coleoptile lengths of the F2 plants from the crosses of Nepalese bar1eys 
(boteanum) with two normal or uzu varieties， together 
with those of their parents 
Cr億総S 予(Nepalbarley) 予(Ja戸nvar.) F2 
Nepalese barleys X normal var. 
1391XH* 32.9士2.0788 39.3士3.8364 36.4:!:4.0731 
1645XH 32.6:t2.5418 u 36.0士3.6038
1387xN市 34.2:t2.3947 36.5:t 1. 6053 33.9:t3.3706 
1627XN 38.6土2.6479 1/ 33.0士2.5495
1646XN 32.5:t2.1699 1/ 31. 3:t3. 7188 
Nepale捻 barleysX uzu var. (Sakigake) 
1646XS* 32.5土2.1699 22.7土2.1718 31.1士11.4316
1626XS 39.4士3.1479 1/ 30.1:t 8.1327 
1647XS 35.6士2.0445 1/ 32.6土 7.5048
1650xS 35.4:t2.8719 1/ 32.2:t 7.8112 
1648xS 34.5土2.5525 1/ 3O.8:tl0.5280 
*H=Hayakiso No.2; N=Na匂udai~∞-mugi; S=Sakigake 
Normal & uzu 
No segregati叩
of 
uzu type plant 
{Nom.ω士山50
Uzu 18.7土2.0544
Uzu 18. 5:t 3. 5521 m叩・36.2:t3.7768
Uzu 20.8士2.8323
{Nom36M4側
Uzu' 20.6土2.3546
{Nomお白山
Uzu 21.0:t2.3164 
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and uzu type plants in a 3: 1 ratio was confirmed only in those cros田swith the 
Japan白euzu variety， while the cro鉛eswith the normal varieties gave the 
normal ty戸 seedlingsonly. The cross combinations and the coleoptile lengths of 
the Fs plants and their parents are given in Table 5， in which special attention is 
called to the fact that the standard deviation of the ∞leoptile length is much larger 
in the crωses with the uzu variety than in the cr'伺seswith the normal varieti田，
because of the田gregationof the uzu type plants with much shorter coleoptile in 
the former cr侶sesonly. Thus， al evidence obtained here points to the fact that 
pr'白umablyal the strains of var. boteanum in Nepal are not of the uzu type， but 
are of the normal type. 
8. Some Other Morρh%gica/ Characters 
Emρty glume /ength: As to the si詑 andshape of the empty glume， al the 
strains in India and Nepal are not田 muchdifferent and hence伺 nbe回idto be 
normal. Not a single strain with田・calledwide glumes could be found. As pointed 
out before， Indian barleys are for the most part characterized by回mewhatlonger 
glumes conspicuously protruding out from the lateral kemels rows. 
Distribution of hairs on the g/umes: Aberg and Wiebe (1946) class正iedbarley 
varieti白 intofour types as to the distribution of hairs on the glumes， namely， 
covered， band， midline and no hairs. Observation of the character in question of 
Indian and Ne凶蹴barleysrevealed that the majority of these strains have glume 
hairs running in narrow to wide凶nd.Barley strains with glumes covered by hairs 
or th(蹴 withglume hairs in line were not釦 fr句uent. There was no appr配iable
difference as to this character between the covered and naked barleys in the田
reglOns. 
Wa.xy endos.ρerm: Glutinous or waxy barleys are known to exist， though rarely， 
in East Asiatic region， including Korea， Japan and probably China Pro戸r. In 
order to know whether this character is extending to Nepal and India， an iodine 
t白twas made with the kemels of al the strains in th四eregions. The effort w部
in vain; not a single strain with waxy end凶termwas found among the田mples
t白ted.
Hairs on /ower /eaf-sheaths: Nakao (1956) has already reported that al the 
barleys of his Nepalese collection were， without exception， hairless on their lower 
leaf-sheaths， and this was r配∞firmedwith our materials from Nepal and India. 
Lemma teeth: Distribution of lemma teeth， especially on the lateral nerv'同 varies
with variety， and they回 nbe roughly classed into four: very rough (numerous)， 
rough (several)， semi-sm∞th (a few) and sm∞th (none). Visual inspection of this 
character of Nepalese and lndian barleys has revealed that very rough one is rich 
among the naked forms and those with記 verallemma teeth are frequent among 
the covered barleys. There is no strain without teeth or with long hairs on lemma 
nerves. 
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V. PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACτ'ERISTICS 
1. Genotyρe Analysis o[ the Nonbrittle Rachis Character 
1t has already been demonstrated by Takahashi (19.:15 and later publications) 
that the cultivated barley has differentiated as to the genetic∞nstitution for the 
nonbrittle rachis character into two types， type W or btbtBt，Bt， and type E or 
BtBtbt，btz， and further that the barleys in the Oriental region consist， with rare 
exceptions， oftype E varieti田， while tho回出the伐 ddentalregion include 60--80 
per cent type W 釦 d20--40 perぽ nttype E. B配au配 ofthe close linkage between 
bt and bt" there is no doubly rec回sivegenotype， btbtbt，bt" among the existing 
cultivated varieties. 
More than half of the Nepalese strains and al1 the lndian barleys were sub-
戸tedto genoty戸 analysisof this character. The method adopted was as fol1ows: 
each of the strains was cr'明記dto two kinds of the genotype analysers， known to 
be of type W and type E， respEヨctively，and the brittleness or toughness of the 
rachi蜘 ofthe resulting two kinds of F1 hybrids was tested at their maturity. This 
t田tenabled us to determine the genotype of each strain， becau回 ifF1 (W) was 
tough and F1 (E) brittle， the strain should be type W， and if the relation was the 
reverse， itshould be type E. 
A summarized result is given in Table 6， which indicates出atabout one half 
of the strains tested were of type W， and the remaining were of type E. The most 
c∞spicuous and interesting feature found in the result is that the covered barleys 
and the naked barleys are quite different in their genetic constitution for nonbrittle 
rachis: The nak吋 barleys，m部t1yconcentrated in upper basin of the river Buri 
Gandaki and mid-mountain肥 gionin Nepal， are whol1y of ty戸 Eor Oriental type， 
whi1e more than 80 戸r田ntof the covered forms in Nepal and 1ndia are of type 
Wor白:ciden匂1type. 
TABLE 6 
The covered and naked bar1eys in Nepal and India as classified according 
to their genotypic constitution for nonbrittle rachis， 
India 
Nepal 
Tωal 
type w = btbtBtzBt2 ; type E= BtBtbMt~ 
27 
61 
88 
2 
15 
17 
Nd臨ibarJey 
ty戸 W type E 
1 
0 
1 
1 
73 
74 
Total 
31 
149 
180 
2. Heading Time under Natural Growing Conditions 
The Nepale田 andlndian barley strains have been由，wnin the field in Kura-
shiki，回uthemJapan， on around 15th of November， every year， since we received 
them， and their h伺 dingdat田 havebeen r配 ordedin spring when about eighty 
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Fig. 8. Frequency distributi∞ histogram showing h鎚dingdat凶 ofthe Ne伊l間
∞V釘吋 andnaked barley s位置ins.Five Ja~ne!陪 varieties are shown as the αm位。t
W(W，ωe Hadaka)， S (Sekitぽi)，C (Shiro Chinko)， K (Kobinkatagi) and 1 (lwate 
Ohmugi). Data obtained in the spring of 1957. 
戸r田ntof the heads of each row of the strains had appeared. ln Fig. 8 are shown 
the data obtained in the spring of the y回 r1957 for the Nepalese∞vered and 
nak吋 strainsby fr，問uencydistributi∞histograms. For cornpari田>nthe heading 
date of the five Japane田 cornrnercialvarieties， Wa田Hadaka(very ear1y)， Sekitori 
(ear1y)， Shiro Chinko (rnediurn即 ly)，Kobinkatagi (rnid・蜘蜘 tolate) and lwate 
Ohmugi No. 3 {1at回t}are given in the same figure. 
As総enin Fig. 8， variation range of the heading times of the Nepale配 strains
is rough1y in accordance with that of the Japane記 cultivars，but it rnay be田idthat 
the Ne戸le田 bar1eyinvolves∞m阿国ivelyearlierforms more than the Japanese 
barley. The組 rnefigure al田 indicat，田clearlythat the covered forrns chief1y consist 
of very ear1y to mediurn early types， and henぽ are回mewhat回 rlierin an average 
than the naked ones， which記emsto ref1配tthe difference in their distribution 
ar伺 s.The strains from lndia are stil earlier than the Nepalese∞Ivered barleys in 
general. 
3. The Grade of Sρring (Winter) Habit of Growth and its 
Regional Difference 
The spring and winter habit of growth， and earliness邸 well，are the 
characters of配 ologicalimport組問forwinter cereals. A number of studies， rnade 
国併記泊llyby Japanese workers， have revealed that the spring and winter habit of 
growth are not two discrete， contrasting characters， but there are a continuous 
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series of intergrades betw配 n出etwo extrl町田(Takahashi1943， Takahashi and 
Yasu也 1956). By definition，出ephysiol句icalnature which is generally called 
the grade of spring (or winter) habit of growth is expr由記dby the length of戸riod
of ∞，ld pretr回国ent(vernaliza.tion) rl伺uiredfor ready回 rformation under long day 
condition. Practi，伺ly，however， this四nbe determined either by回，wing鈴edsof 
白 chvariety to be t白 ted，together with田veralstandard varieties of lmown grade 
of spring habit， in early spring to summer at weekly or ten day intervals or by 
growing them under the continuous illumination in a greenhou舘 atmoderately 
high temperature. The criterion in the first test is lateness or earlin白sof the 
critical time of回，wingto allow the plants normal h伺 ding，佃dthat in the蹴 ond
t回tis ear1iness of heading time部 comparedwith the standard varieties. 
A total of 178 strains from India and Nepal Himalaya were tested for the 
character by 曲目etwo methods above-mentioned. The results of these tests were 
m由t1yconsistent， although a number of strains， m曲，t1yof ∞vered forms， which 
were graded as I by the first test， proved to be intermediate between I and II 
by the民∞ndt田t. A summarized result is given in Table 7， which indicates that 
TABLE 7 
Geographical distribution of the covered and naked strains 
differing in grade of spring habit 
11) 1I II IV V 
Region 
Cov'釘edNaked Covered Naked Covered Naked Cov町edNaked co即官官dNaked
tndia 
N句18l
lσwland 
Kali Gandaki 
basin 
'z1 
Mτ泣di 1 
Buri G創ldaki
basin 
2 
6 
13 
1 1 
1・ 15 
4+11・7 6 
1+8寧 6+2事 10 12 
1. 8+1ホ 5 5 
others(Nepal) 2 2 3 3 6 2 
1 4 1 
マ'ofat 初 23 9+21* 25+3・42 19 1 4 0 1 
台t弛他b品目俳句t，V tor tne lowest， and I， II， IV for in附伊.desof spring habit， 
respectively. 
・ The numeral with an asterisk is number of 柑凶nswhlch behaved as the intermediate betw田n
grade I and II under ∞'ntinuous ilw凶nationin a gr閉山四， though graded I by the out-
d∞r test in spring. 
the strains from India are of highly Sp血19habit (grade 1)， while the Nepalese 
strains， both covered and naked， are∞nsiderably variable as to this character， 
Wl出moderatelyspring habit旬戸 (1・皿)predominant. There関emsto be a slight 
tendency of becoming lower in the grade of spring habit with the rise of altitude 
from India to highland Nepal， but in the high a1titudinal places highly spring habit 
type again b配 omes回mewhatllumerous. This may be ofωme inter白tas an 
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example of vertical distribution of barley varieties differing in the grade of sp由Jg
habit in a low latitudinal regi∞. lt may be noted in this conn配tionthat in the 
Northw回tlndia barley is田wnmα:tober and harv，剖edin March or April (Watt 
1890). Aαording to Kawakita's study (1956) on crop wne in Nepal， Nepale記
barley is generally釦wnin autumn (September to December)釦 dha何回.edin 
おfayto June， but in the places higher than 3200 m it is回 wnin spring and 
harv田tedin autumn. 
4. Genetic Ana/yses 01 the S.ρring Bar/eys 
Takahashi and Yasuda (1956 and later publications) from their extensive 
stu占師onthe genetics of spring and winter habit with more than 200 varieu田 of
剖ferentorigin have drawn the following conclusion: At least three independent 
pairs of gen回 ，Shsh， ShJshz and Shashs， are r回開lsiblefor spring vs. winter 
habit. The genes， sh， Sh3 and Shs， are for the spring habit and their alelic genes 
for the winter habit. Since both of the dominant spring genes， ShJ and Sh.， are 
epistatic to the dominant winter gene Sh and the rec掛 ivespring gene sh is epista. 
tic to both shz and shs for winter habit， only a single genotype ShShsんsh2sh.sh.
IS白戸bleof exhibiting winter habit， while the seven other possible genoty戸sa問
ex戸詑tedto be of spring habit. Among the existing spring barley varieties we have 
so far been successful to find the following five genotypes: 1. (Sh)ShJ(shs)， 2.
(Sh)SんSん， 3. sh(shJ5h.)， 4. shSh，(sh8)， 5.shSh，Sha， where the gene symbols 
in parenth白isare for the winter habit. lt is alωknown that differences in the 
grad白 ofthe spring habit are attributable to the different multiple alel，白 ofthe 
dominant spring gene Sh， ofwhich the respective varieties p伺詑sed.
Among a large number of spring barleys from Nepal and lndia， eighteen strains 
have been subjected to genetic analysis. The a白白sionnumber， place of ∞Uection， 
grade of spring habit， and the genetic constitution as determined by this t白t，are 
shown in Table 8. They were al cr明記d伺 chto any one of the winter barleys 
listed in the坦metable. ln addition， the majority of them wereυthree.way" 
は佃詑dto回'me田氏aingenotypes for identifying the spring gene involved in them. 
The hybrid plants， together with出.eirparents， were then grown under ∞ntinuous 
i1lumination in a green house. For al cros田s，daily r配 ordswere taken on a single 
plant basis for the time of flag.l，伺femergence. Presence or absence of hairs on 
lower leaf.sheaths， ifdifferentiated among the hybrid plants， w出 investigated
al釦， as the character pair is known to be closely a幽:>ciated with the first spring 
gene sh. 
Table 9 shows interrelationships between spring vs. winter habit and hairy 
vs. nonhairy sh回 thcharacter pairs in the F 2 generations of the fifteen cro蹴 s. It 
is evident in the table that the observed co山市forspring and winter ty戸sf社well
to a 3 : 1 ratio in 13 out of the 15 cr，価総s，and in mωt回 sesthe spring vs. winter 
habit has inherited inde戸ndentlyof hairy vs. nonhairy sh回 thcharacter (Hshs). 
The thr，民.waytest cr部俊smade for Sipche Nω. 1 and 12 afforded evidence that 
these two had 110 recessive spring gene sh. The crosses with 1528 and 1604 
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TABLE 8 
Materials u肥dfor the genetic analyses 
S位ains 白igin 臼ve問dor Grade of Spri以n知g 情~~(s) Naked spri1& habi t 
てl'舎戸ingbarley百回to
1368 百四申 na】剖 1 5hll 
1381 B泊ltakothi " I sh(5A.II)・
1393 Gho u 1 (5hll) 
1409 Th叩 je " I (5hll) 
1526 Ngyak " 1 5h.1I 
1528 Ngyak M 1 5h，I 
1604 Chame " 1 ( 5AJI) 
1628 Sikha " I (5h21) 
1632 Sikha " 1 5hll 
1650 百lOmje " 1 5hll 
1697 Ne戸l " 1 (5hll) 
N-5 Nepal ∞，yeroo 1 5h%1I 
N-ll Ne凶 " 1 5hll 
Si凶le11 Si凶 e naked I 5hll 
Si凶le12 Si凶 e " 1 5h.1I 
Nak剖 304 NeJ:泊l " I 5h:(5h.) 
J.B.S.21 lndia ∞v釘芭d I sh5h.1 
Pb. T.4 lndia " I 5"11 
(2) T，伺t間 (S戸ngty戸}
Mer副 ry'C<M.C.) Japan ∞v佐官d I sh 
Natsud瓜kon-mugi Korea " I sh5h，I 
(3) T，割問(Wintぽ type)
Sakig買ke(S) Ja戸n ∞V佐官d IV 51r.sh2Shs 
Hayakiso No. 2 (H) Ja戸n " IV " 
Taish伊mugi(T) Ja戸2 " IV " 
-明lespring gene in戸renthesisis not yet genet同日yideJ:ltified. 
gave a puzzling result. however. The記gregationof spring and winter types 
fitted wel1 to a 13: 3 ratio， but not to a 3: 1 ratio， suggesting that two spring 
gen田， one dominant and one rec閣 ive，were involved. Despite this， the results 
of the F. progeny t白tsand alω均 t回tsof the F， data have indicated no r配essive
spring gene sh involved. 1t may therefore be safe to consider that these 15 spring 
type strains have each a single dominant gene， presumably either SんorSh.・
ln Table 10 a回 shownthe results of the cr由民swith Naked 304 from Nepal. 
The segr句ationin F2 of the spring and winter types∞cuロ'edin a ratio of 15 : 1， 
but not in a ratio of 61: 3. Furthermore， when the F1 plants were cr団関dto 
Men凱.ryC with shshzSh. genoザpe，the observed counts fitted to a 3: 1 segrega-
ti∞ratio， suggesting no re田ssivespring gene sh involved. The四fo問，itぉems
rea田nableto consider that Naked 304 is p<沼田鶴dof two dominant spring genes， 
pr回umablySh， and Sh. 
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TABLE 9 
Segregation in F2 or Fl generation of the spring and winter type plants in the simple 
or three-way crosses with 15 strains having single dominant spring gene， 
and its relation to the hairy-sheath character pair (Hshs) 
Crα諮 S阿ngtype wi蹴 rtyR To包lχ2for "，1 
出 iry E弘irle国 Hairy 出 irl個 3:10r1:1ホ χL
13ωxSO 214 84 298 1.615 
1393 x日 163 59 55 16 293 O.叩2 O.必5
1409 xS 196 84 280 3.733 
1526 XH 1ω 57 49 22 297 0.190 0.898 
1528 xH 152 59 36 8 255 8.158 1.621 
1604xH 1ω 62 36 17 283 5.938 0.286 
1628 xH 73 21 29 11 134 1.682 0.401 
1632XH 165 50 54 20 289 0.057 0.419 
1650 xS 226 69 295 0.408 
1697 xS 148 45 193 0.292 
N・5xH 135 72 43 16 266 3.133 1.820 
N-11xH 163 53 56 25 297 0.818 1.392 
Si同 e1XT 329 112 441 O.凶7
(Sip.1 X T) x M. C. 56 58 114 0.035・
Si凶泥沼xT 349 94 443 3.378 
(Sip.12XT)XM.C. 59 60 119 0.009申
Pb.T.4XH 184 53 58 16 311 0.241 O.∞9 
1) S， H， T， and M. C. stand for Sakigake， Hayaki鈎 No.2，Taisho-mugi and Mensury C， 
間戸ctively.
TABLE 10 
Segregation in F2 or Fl generation of the spring and winter type plants in the 
simple or thre-way cr慣 swith Naked 304 having two dominant spring genes 
It町1 Spring type Wint釘 ty戸 Total χ2 P 
Naked 304 X Taisho-mugi 
Obsぽvednumber 331 26 357 
Calculated on 15: 1 334.69 22.31 357.00 0.650 .5 -.3 
cal印刷.edon 61: 3 340.27 16.73 357.00 5.387 small 
(Naked 304 X Taisho-mugi) x Mensury C 
0凶邑rvedn田nber 65 28 93 
Calculated on 3: 1 69.75 23.25 93.00 1.294 .3-.2 
Calculated on 1: 1 46.5 46.5 93.0 14.720 smal1 
The crl凶 seswith 1381 from Bimtakothi and J.B. S. 21 from Rajasthan State， 
India， behaved differently from the above-mentioned cro蹴 s.Table 11 shows that 
the observed counts in F 2 of the cr'偲 seswith 1381 and J B. S. 21 did not fit to a 
3:1cal，αlated ratio， but gave a gα対 fitto a 13: 3 ratio， which suggested two 
spring genes， one dominant and one目白ssive，being involved in these two strains. 
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TABLE 11 
Segregation in F2 of the spring and winter type plants in the cr，田seswith 
two strains having one recessive and one dominant spring genes 
Item S戸ingty戸 Winter ty戸 Total χ2 P 
1381 X Sakigake 
0凶ぽvednumber 246 42 288 
Calculated on 3: 1 216 72 288 Iarge small 
Calc叫atedon 13:3 234 54 288 3.282 .1・.05
J. B. S. 21 X Sakigake 
Observed number 349 68 417 
Calculated on 3: 1 312.75 104.25 417.00 large smaJl 
Calculated on 13: 3 338.81 78.19 417.∞ 1.635 .3・.2
An F. test made with the seeds of 19 winter type plants randomly taken from the 
Ft population of the crωs with 1381 gave a result to just均 theabove-mentioned 
assumption， namely， 9 lines were heterozygous for winter and spring habit. while 
the remainings bred true to winter habit. 
Finally， two seri田 oftest cros錨明白performedin order to know which of 
the dominant spring gen田，Sh.z or Sh.， w田 involvedin the ten strains indicated 
below. The first series of the cro蹴 swere al in the form of F 1 (A x Sht) x Winter 
variety， and the蹴∞dones Fl (A x Sh.) X Winter variety， where A stands for 
the strains to be tested and Shs and Sha for the genotype analysers having the 
resI脱 tivespring genes indicat吋.
1st舘 ries:1368， 1526， 1528， 1632， 1650， Sipche 1， Sipche 12， N・11，]. B. S. 21， -
2nd seri白:一一一一 1鮪0，Sipche 1， Sipche 12， N・11，]. B. S. 21， N-5 
In the first seri問。fthethr田-waycrrn滋~ involving the Shs， al the hybrid 
plants of伺 chcn溺 h回d吋 alm田tsimul凶 1回>uslywithin about one month after 
回，wingunder long day.白1the other hand， in出e民∞ndseries of cr凶蹴 involving
the Sh.， segregation of winter ty戸 plants，and the spring type plants as well， 
was observed. These doubtlessly indicate that al the strains tested a回 each
possessed of a dominant spring gene Sht or its alelic genes， but not Sha・
1t is simple to determine what kinds of alleles on Sんl∞usis involved in the 
strains t田ted. If the m伺 nheading date of the sp出19type F I plants just coロ'es-
ponds to that of the standard spring type variety of，担ygrade I， the gene 
involved must be Sh~I. If they headed somewhat earlier，∞rresponding to the 
standard variety of grade 1， the gene involved must be either sh or Sh~ or Sん
5. Reaction to Barley Mildew Races Prevalent in Jaρan 
Di制 seresistance is the sub戸tof practical as well as scientific interest. 
Geographical regularities of distribution of different reaction ty戸sor of resistant 
gen田 areal回 usefulfor the insight into the problem of phylogeny of crop plants. 
1n order to contribute to knowledge about these .problems， Hiura has investigated 
the reactions of al the 1ndian and Nepalese barley strains to the eleven physiologic 
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rac田 ofpowdery mildew， Erysiρhe graminis hordei， now prevalent in Ja戸n.
Seedlings to be t倒 edwere grown in a wαxlen box， 58 cm x 35αnX12αn， on a 
gr田nh∞sebench at a tem戸ra加reof 100 to 250C. A box contained 15 rows， and 
each row consisted of 5 plants of each of 3 varieties， making a total of 15 plants 
in a row. The記edlingswere in∞ulated at their first・leafsぬgewith ∞nidia of 
出era白 tobe t田tedby sh品山gthe heavily-mildewed plants over the記edlingsin 
an inoculation chamber held at aぬm戸ratureof approximately 170C. Thr配 days
after inoculation， the田edlingswere moved to出egreenhouse. No飽swere taken 
7 to 10 days after in田ulation. The following criteria were employed for distin-
伊 ishingreaction types produced on the first leaf of the inoculated配edling.
R (resistant): No visible signs of infection， or no visible development myce・
lium even if n配 rotic可)()tspr<田enι
M (moderately r，回istant):Necrotic or chlorotic spots may p回sent， with a 
slight to moderate development of mycelium. 
S (susceptible): Abundant mycelium and conidia formation. No r即 otic
spots. 
As the results， the田 strainsof barley c∞ld be classified into eleven groups 
出atdiffered each from 0出ersin出eirreactions to the mildew races. Six out of these 
eleven reaction grou戸 werethe組meas identified 白血.ep回vioust田tmade with 
our world barley 01配 tions(Hiura 1960)， but the rernaining five were出佃e
newly found in this test. Table 12 shows r，回ctionsof the記 elevengroups of the 
barley strains to each of the eleven mildew ra白鳥 togetherwith the name of type 
variety rep民間ltingthe res戸ctivegroup or t恥 nameof 1αmity or region wherein 
the strain or group of strains exhibiting the particular reactions are chiefly distri-
bu凶. In Table 13 are given the frequencies of barley strains of th蹴 reaction
grou戸 ind出'erentparts of India and Ne戸1.
It is noted in the first place in these two tabl，田 thatthe gr'伺 terpart of the 
naked forms are highly su町 ptibleto al the rac田 (reactiongroup 11) with only 
10 exceptional strains which belong to reaction groUP of either A 222 or Pi田ng，
while about two thirds of the covered forms are r，白istantto one or more physiologic 
rac回. Thus， the oovered佃 dnaked forms in Nepal and India were known to be 
distinctly different in the reaction to出eJapanese mildew rac回， just as in出e
genotypic∞nstitutions for nonbritt1e rachis. 
Geographical distribution of the barley strains of different reaction groups is 
a matter of another interest As挺enin Table 13， Indian barleys involve a num-
ber of strains exhibiting reaction of "India resistant"， Kwan or H. E. S. 4 ty戸s，
among them the first mentioned ty戸 beingm伺 tfrequent. The Nepalese r，田istant
barleys are quite different from th借eof India: They do not involve any strain of 
the above-mentioned groU戸， but are∞m戸sedofth四eof the seven other grou戸・
Them儲 tfrequent among them is the "Himalayan r田is也nt"type which is highly 
resistant to al the raぽ swith the ex田ptionof race医. Its principal distribution 
a詑ais the upper basins of Kali Gandaki and Marsyandi. The H. sρontaneum 
nigrum type strains， which is resistant to al the races， s田 mto∞cur， though les 
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TABLE 12 
Reactions of the varietal groups of Indian and Nepale田 barleysto the 
eleven Japanese physiologic ra伺 sof mildew. 
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N'o.of s仕活m
XI Cov. Naked 
Reac泊四句 theraces indica:凶
II IV V VI VII VIII IX x 
R 
R 
。。
?????
? ? ?
9 
60 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
S 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
I 
R 
R 
???????????????????????????????????????
百函函g凶 p
or 
!n!!_旦塑笠
1. H. stont. nigrum 
2. Himalayan R匂.group 
(~Russian 74) 
3. A. 222 
4. Kwan， C.1. 1016 
5. 1弘:nna， C. 1. 906 
6. H.E.S. 4 
7. Keronja group 
8. Pi銀nggroup 
9. Kakani 
10. lndian Res. group 
1. Susceptible 
TABLE 13 
Geographical distribution in India and Nepal of the barley strains of 
eleven r回 ctiongroups 
¥尽創ctioo ω 4 6 6 1 2 3 7 8 9 11 
M よ之!tM凶 KwanHES.'出 nnaSpont.四国1.A.222 Ker叩 P剛山加iSuacept. 
India 16{ 1戸5 
India (0出釘宮) 4 1 2 一一一一一 一- 1 
Ne凶 一一一一一 1 6 一一 1 22 t:owland 
Kali Gandaki 
地 rsyandi
Buri Gandaki 
Nepal (others) 
10(19) 
2(45) 
3(44) 
5( 8) 
Z 
(3 ) 
(2 ) 
1 (2) 
(1) 
1 (2) 
1 
??
??
2 
7 
6 
5 
frequently， in the祖 meregions. ln contrast， the A 222 type that differs from the 
. Hirnalayan resistant" ty戸 onlyin degree of rl田istanceto al ra叩 sexcept IX， is
found mainly in the lower part of Nepal. Three other毘 actiontypes， Keronja， 
Pisang and Kakani types， are confined to the particular 1偲 aliti田 astheir nam白
indi回 te，but the places of町四rrenceof the Hanna type are山ホnown.
ln order to identify the r田istantgen回 involvedin the strains belonging to 
釦meof the四actiongroups， a further investigation was伺 rriedout by Hiura et 01. 
(1961). The method used involves production of 100 single spore cultures resulted 
from a cro鈴 betweentwo Japanese physiologic 四回sof barley mildew， IX and XI， 
and the inoculation with the田 differentpathogen cultures onto the seedlings of 
* Numeral in I温ren出回.i5is the number of naked forms. 
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various strains to be tested， toge出.erwith those of田veraltype varieties having 
each a single known resistant gene. The principle， on which the method is baぉd，
has al田 beenstat吋 byMo舘man(1963). 
As shown in Table 12， the reactions of al the Himalayan resistant ty戸
strains to the eleven Ja戸n白emildew rac白 we回 foundto be in complete ag問e-
ment with those of the type variety Russian 74， suggesting that they might have 
the same resistant gene JMlr:. in common. Contrary to this ex戸ctation，28 Hima-
layan resistant strains tested on the one hand組 dRussian 74 on the other showed 
different reactions to these 100 戸thogencultur田:to the 40 cultures their reac・
tions we閃 quitereverse， though to the remaining 60 cultures their reactions we問
in accord. Thus， itwas回回目t吋 thatthe関 Himalayanresi細川strainsp伺記鎚吋
伺 chofar回is回 ltgene different from JM/r74 on the other hand， itwas observed 
出atthe behaviors of these Himalayan r.田istantstrains entirely ac∞rded wi出 that
of the type variety A. 222: All of them show吋制限伊iblereactions to 49 out of 
th(溜 100pathogen cultur回， and to the remaining 51 cul加resthey beha ved as 
resistant， though the degree of resistance was always higher (R) in Himalayan ty戸
stains than in A. 222 which showed moderate r回ist組問(M).So， if the difference 
in deg問eof resistan偲 isneglected and only the resistance and suぉeptibilityto 
these 100 pathogen cultures is refeη吋 to，the "Himalayan resistant" type may 
well be included in the A. 222 type. For the rea由民 theseHimalayan group was 
tentatively class証io.as A. 222 in the previous report (Hiura et a/. 1961). Never-
theless， it is doubtlessly more rea田nableto conclude that the resistant gene involved 
in the Himalayan resistant ty戸 strainsis diffe四ntfrom either JML':" in A. 222 or 
JML刑 inRussian 74. 
Similar inoculation tests， made with the strains of Hanna group from Nepal 
and th(閣 ofH. E. S. 4 group from India， gave results as ex戸cted.Their reactions 
to the 100 pathogen cultures were in exact ac∞rd釦 cewith the reactions of the 
type varieties， Hanna and H. E. S. 4， res戸ctively，suggesting the identities of the 
resis回ntgenes involved in these two groups of the strains with th佃 eof the r'白戸c-
tive ty戸 vanetles.
6. Post-Harvest Dormancy 
Post-harvest dormancy is characteristic of the wild species， and its adaptive 
significance has long been well-accepted. The situation is somewhat different in 
the cultivated forms. Al血oughthis character has al回 b田ninherited by them， 
their degree of dormancy is usually much less than血eirwild progenitor(s) and its 
配 ologicalsignificance has not been thoroughly underst.αxl. In order to find a clue 
to the last problem， a series of germination t回tswere performed in 1966 wi白血e
時o.sof 93 barley strains originated from Nepal Himalaya and India. A number 
of heads of each strain were harvested 35 days after anthesis， exp<閣dto dried air 
at 350C for two days， and then stored in a pa戸rbag at r∞m temperature. Fifty 
舵edswere sown on a filter paper moistened with distilled water in a Pe凶 dishof 
9αn in diameter. Two of tl記録Cαlsista set. Germination temperature was kept 
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at 250C throughout. The final counts of the germinated記edswere made 10 days 
after sowing. Such a t田twas repeated four tim田 usingthe seeds of 10， 25， 40 
and 60 days after harvest. The inherent germinability of each回mpleused in this 
experiment was tested further by田wingthe seeds of about 100 days old at 170C 
after one day's prechi1ling. The results obtained are summarized and presented in 
Table 14. 
One of the m田tremarkable facts in the results is that the naked barleys 
a問 capableof germinating by far earlier after harvest than the covered barleys， 
and釦出eyareirres戸ctiveof their origins. On the other hand， the covered barleys 
differ markedly in degree of p<潟t・harvestdormancy aαording to their origins : 
namely， Indian barleys is m伺 tdormant， which is followed by the strains of Nepal 
lowland， Kali Gandaki basin， Buri Gandaki basin and finally by the strains of 
Marsyandi basin which is the least of al. It is interesting to note that among the詑
∞，verd barley groups there is a close inverse∞rrelation between degr'田 ofdor-
mancy and the mean altitude of their native pla白s.
Such a geographical differentiation of barleys as to the post・harvestdormancy 
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TABLE 14 
A verage germination percentages on 10， 25， 40 and 60 days after harvest of the 
covered and naked barleys from different areas in India and Nepa1. 
COVERED BARLEY 
15.∞ 12.89 
15.∞ 20.44 
22.46 33.77 
50.89 66.22 
29.13 54.88 
29.25 44.75 
NAKED BARLEY 
65.50 92.83 
68.10 79.85 
61.00 85.08 
47.ω94.ω 
Average 
Number of days after harvest No.of 
s甘ams
t笥 ted
M飽n
altitude 
(m) 
RegiOI喧
60 
lndia 
Nepallowland 
Kali Gandaki 
Marsyandi 
Buri Gandaki 
Other百 (Ne戸1)
21.36 
35.11 
40.94 
67.75 
56.66 
52.00 
40.∞ 
66.89 
59.23 
79.00 
75.13 
68.25 
40 
17.56 
38.11 
48.31 
74.89 
67.50 
65.75 
25 10 
???
?????? ，?
1230 
2087 
2947 
2244 
87.75 
84.40 
84.27 
85.ω 
96.83 
97.95 
97.23 
99.50 
95.83 
91.90 
93.77 
99.50 
???
??
??
? ?
?
2106 
2935 
2515 
Kali Gandaki 
Marsyandi 
Buri Gandaki 
Others (Nepal) 
is an interesting， but unexplainable， phenomenon. There might be a number of 
agents responsible for iむbutonly two are now∞nceivable.白leis the meteological 
∞ndition which prevails during the maturity and harv白t鈴a田 10. If it is usually 
rainy in the harvest鈴ason田 insouthern parts of Japan and Korea and Central 
China， the barley varieties with les viviparous nature wi1l certainly be favored 
by natural as well as artificial sel配 tion. The length of period from the harvest to 
田，wingfor the next crop is possibly another cau回tiveagent for the regional 
difference in the degree of田eddormancy. If the period is short， the non-dormant 
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varieties are doubt1essly preferable because uniform and prompt emergenぽ willbe 
ex戸ded.
VI. CONSIDERATION ABOUT THE PHYLOGENETIC AND REGIONAL DIFFEREN-
TIATION OF NEPALESE AND INDIAN CULTIVATED BARLEYS 
In order to contribute to the knowledge of origin and phylogeny of the culti-
vated barleys， one of the present writers has made extensive studies on the geo-
graphical distribution of various morphologi国 1and physiol唱icalcharacters in出e
Old World (Takahashi 1955 and 1963). As the r田ults， he has found that there 
is a geographical regularity in their distribution as fo11ows:缶veralcharacters 
which ∞叩rin the barleys of Tibet， China Proper and回uthemparts of Korea 
and Ja伊n(Orien旬1region) a問 quitediffe問ntfrom those found only in the 
barleys of the remaining parts of the world or Occidental region. The characters 
R詑ul泊rto Oriental barleys are redu民dlateral awn (Ir or I-sed回.)， short awn 
(1 kl)， trifurcate awn (κ K')， semi.brac切 icgrowth (uz) and wは ykemel (似).
Th閣 found∞ly in theαコcidentalbarleys are two-rowed head (V， V4)， short. 
hair，吋rachilla(s)， sm∞，th awn (r)， wide glume (e)， a gene for sp出 ghabit (sh)， 
a gene for nonbritt1e rachis (bt) and various genes for resistanぽ toJa戸n慨
powdery mildew rac品Itwas also shown that ・suchgenes as btl for nonbrittle 
rachis-2， v for six.row， those of which ∞cur in alm咽ta1 of the Oriental barleys， 
are found al回 amongthe α:xidental barleys in lower frequencies. Thus， itwas 
suggested that cultivated barleys could be classified into two distinct geographical 
ty戸s，臼ientaland仇ciden凶.
It蹴 msappropriate to deduce phylogenies and regional differentiation of the 
barleys grown in Ne伊 1Himalaya and North Ind泊 inthe light of the facts and 
hypo出回sabove-menti∞ed. And， the pr，間ntmaterials are we11 suited for the 
purpose sin田 theya問 morphologica11yand physiologica11y diversified. Nakao(1956) 
and we∞uld distinguish a total of 41 varieu回 amongthem， which a四 different
h 出ecombination of the fo11owing characters:∞vered and naked kemel， lax， 
dense and very dense spike; long and short awn; normal and elevated hα地;
black， purple， blue and yellow caryo戸is. It is mentioned here that these strains 
involve either th伺echaracters戸間liarto Oriental barleys or those common to 
both re匝∞ia.lty戸s， but no charョcters戸culiartoαコcidentalbarleys such as two-
row h伺 d，sm，∞th awn， wide glume， e弘 Theshort-haired rachilla is the only 
one morphological character of仇ddentaltype that∞cur sporadically in Mid 
mountain region and India. 
Genetic and physiologi伺 1studies have provided eviden田 suggestingthat the 
covered and naked barleys in Nepal and India a回 phylogeneticallydifferent. 
Namely， itwas known that 82戸rcent of the covered barleys were of ty戸 W，
involving a gene bt native to仇ddental:田gion，while almωt a1 of the naked 
barleys we問 ofty戸 E.Similarly， 60 per cent of the covered barleys were shown 
to be伊 S民間dof one or more genes for resistance to Japanese mildew reces， while 
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91 I=町ぽntof the naked barleys have no resistant gene at a1. 
Let us first consider the problem of origin of the naked barleys in Ne戸1.As 
stated before. Nakao has proposed to cla鎚ifythe Nepalese barleys into thrl配 types，
Indian， Himalayan and Tibetan， based on the geographical distribution of various 
major morpholq副calcharacters. As to the last mentioned Tibetan group of barleys 
which is mainly compo総dof naked barleys， he has suggested that they might be 
of Tibetan origin. One of the rea回nsadduced is that the naked barley is sti1 now 
chiefly grown by Tibetans living in the northem slopes of the g回atHimalayan 
mountain ranges (Fig. 1). It may be回 idin this connection that Tibetans a毘
known to live on "t組mpa"which is made from purched naked barley grains. The 
挺condr白田nis the mode of geographical distribution of naked barleys in relation 
to traffic: Up戸rbasin of the river Buri Gandaki has three pas記sopen to Tibet 
and a route leading to the upper basin of Marsyandi. but is hard to al∞ess from 
the田uth. while Marsyandi basin is clo閣dfrom Tibet This may adequately 
explain. with the above.mentioned proposition. the fact that the naked barleys are 
∞ncentra飴din Buri Gandaki basin. and tends to decrease its area going west. 
wards， amounting to one half組 done fourth in the up戸rbasins of Mar可andi
and Kali Gendaki， r白戸ctively.
Botanical evidence other出anthe詑 wi1be r句uiredin order to fumish a 
sufficient basis for aforementioned assumption as to the origin of Nepalese naked 
barleys. For this purpose， various characters of Nepalese and Tibetan naked 
TABLE 15 
Comparison of the morphological and physiological characteristics of the 
five barley groups， Indian. Lowland Nepal， Himalayan covered， 
Himalayan naked and Tibetan naked 
India NEPAL Tibet 
Characters (genes) ∞咽吋 IωswV9電6h車Md E五∞m咽aIa叫.yan }五maklaydan naked % ヲ6 角6 % 
Int町medium(/r or 1) 。 。 37 42 261) 
Sh回 awn(lk2 ?) 。 47 24 8 1()2) 
Dense spike (/) 7 33 16 37 422) 
Hαxled awn (K， K') 。 。 1 25 52) 
Blue a1eurone (B/) 79 80 30 2 72) 
Purple kemel (RO2) 。 。 。 5 62) 
Black kernel (B) 。 。 。 3 142) 
Short hair rachlla (s) 3 。 9 。 。
Nonbrittle rachls (bt) W type 93 93 72 。 6 
Mildew r缶istance(J MI・5) 41 宮1 84 9 6 
F回sh民edger叫nation% 21.4 35.1 53.2 84.9 94.5 
Grade of spring habit I II II-III I-III I-III 
1) Cited from Aberg (1940) 
2) Cited from Brucher and Aberg (1950) 
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barleys were compared. The results are presented in a summarized form in Table 
15， where the data of Tibetan barleys a四 citedfrom Aberg (1940)， Brucher and 
Aberg(19切)and ours (unpublished). This clearly indicates that the naked barleys 
frαn these two regions are alm団tsimilar in every r田:pects.The m国 tnoteworthy 
among others are the facts出atthe barleys of both regions are comm∞ly charac-
terized by the担 menonbrittle rachis genotype， E or BtBtbt~bt" high su蹴 ptibility
加 al1the Japanese mildew rac白血dal回 byvery low degrl田 ofpc:濁t・harv田t
dormancy. In c∞clusion， there蹴 mslitle doubt伽 tthe naked barleys distribut-
ing in白enorthern Nepal have their origin in Tibet， and that they are of Oriental 
type. 
The problems of phylogeny and geographic differentiation of the covered 
barleys in Nepal and India are more complicated. Nakao is of opinion that the 
Nepalese covered barleys回 nfurther be classified into two groups， and one of 
them， which is found in lowland Ne戸1，may well be cal1ed as Indian group 
because of the similarity in appearance of heads. In fact， lowland Nepale田 barleys
are， as蹴 nin Table 15， quite similar to the true Indian barleys in that they are 
very high in frl句uenciesof bt (type W) and BI (blue aleurone). Mor回Iver，∞e
half of the lowland Nepalese barleys are∞nsisted of var. coerulescens or var. 
hybernum， which are the principal types of India. But several 0出ervarieties are 
lacking in the true Indian barleys. Further， Indian barleys are distinctly higher in 
the grade of spring habit， being mostly grade 1， and al回 to回meex回lthigher in 
p四t・harvestdormancy than the lowland Nepal barleys， which might be attributable' 
to the ecological differnc四 betw田 nthese two ar回s. It蹴 msmore appropriate， 
the問fore，to distinguish the lowland Nepal barleys as a separate regi，∞al group 
from the true Indian barleys. Both the Indian and lowland Nepale田 barleysdeem 
to be1∞g to the αコcidentalbarley type on the basis that they are m慣 tlyof ty戸
Was regard出enonbrittle rachis genotype・Itis ha吋toassume where these barleys 
ha ve origina飴dfrom. As for the lowland Nepal barleys， there are a slight sign of 
introgr略 ionof a few characters from the Nepale記 highlandbarleys. 
The covered barleys distributing in the up戸rbasins of Kali Gandaki and those 
in the upper basins of Mar可andiand Buri Gandaki are al quite similar in every 
respE詑tsto each other， but differ markedly in some important characters from the 
barieys in lowland Nepal and the Tibetan ty戸 barleys. So， th蹴 coveredbarleys 
may constitute a distinct barley group that may be called Himalayan covered 
barley group. General1y s戸当aking，the Himalayan covered barleys are， as総enin
Table 15， akin to the Tibe凶 1naked barleys as to the moq，hological f，伺tures， but 
are very similar to those of Nepal lowland and India as to the physiological and 
genetical features investigated. Exceptions to出isrule may be low frequenci倍 of
trifurcate ap戸ndages(K)， blue aleurone (BI) and high fr問uencyof short awn 
character. It appears therefore as配asonableto ass山田that the Himalayan covered 
凶rleysmight have arisen by the hybridization betw倒 1the Tibetan naked forms 
and回mecovered barleys of Occidental ty戸.of course， this is a tentative ∞nclu・
sion， and further studies are n田dedin order to clarify how these hybrid barleys 
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have been established in these areas. Origin of a few new genes for resistance to 
Ja panese mildew races is another problem to be田，lvedin the futu閃.
We have thus been in succ倒的demonstratethat Nepalese and lndian barleys 
四nbe classified into four groups， Indian， Lowland Nepal， Himalayan covered 
and Himalayan naked or Tibetan group， which differ with each other not only in 
morphological and physiological f伺 tures， but al回 ingeographical distributions. lt 
is worth menti∞ing in the result that， while Indian and Tibetan barley groups are 
typical of the仇 cidentaland Oriental barleys， res戸光tively，two other groups， 
Himalayan covered and Lowland Nepal， which cover the area intervening be何回n
India and northem slo戸sof the Himalayan mountain ranges， are posse蹴 dof the 
characters of both the Oriental and Occidental barleys， suggesting the hybrid origin. 
These facts clearly indicate that Nepal is on the border of the distribution of the 
Oriental and仁>CCidentalbarleys. It is not difficult to suppo田 furtherthat hybridi-
zation of different barley types have f儲 tereddiversification of barley forms in 
Nepal.αcourse， diversities of climatic， edaphic and ethnic conditions prevailing 
in Nepal and India might be the other cau担 1agents of divers出国tionof barley 
forms. 
SUMMARY 
Present study aimed加 elucidatethe morphological， physiological and genetical 
features of the cultivated barleys distributing in Nepal Himalaya and North India， 
and the民byto get回meinsight into the phylogenetic and geographic differentiation 
of these barleys. A total of 290 strains of barleys collected by Nakao and others 
were used as the materials. Observation， measurements and physiological and 
genetical studies have been made during past ten y伺 rs. The results hitherto 
obtained may be summarized as follows : 
1. All the materials are of six-rowed type， belonging to either convar. hexasti-
chon or convar. intermedium. According to Mansfeld's morphological可stem
they were classified into 34 varieties. 
2. The intermedium barleys， of both covered and naked ty戸s，are very popular 
in Nepal highland 紅白.The naked forms of this kind are mostly long-awned in 
the central row， while the covered forms are variable as to the length of central 
awns. 
3. Hooded character is confined to the naked barleys in Nepal highland area. 
Though site and sha戸 ofthe hoods of these barleys are considerョblyvariable， 
∞ly two genes， K and K" were found to be responsible for them. 
4. Short awn character is frequent am∞g the Nepalese covered barleys， but is 
rather rare among the naked ones. 
5. India is rich in forms with very lax spikes， while Nepal is abundant in vari-
eties with dense or very dense spikes. Some of the Nepalese dense spike forms 
蹴 mto involve the回 megene on chromo悶 ne1asispo蹴 ssedby回meof the 
Japanese dense spike varieties. 
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6. Blue aleurone character is very fr伺uentlymet wi出 amongthe Indian and 
Nepallowland barleys， but is rare among the naked barleys. 臼1the contrary， 
black or purple回 ryopsesare found only am∞g the naked barleys. 
7. The short.haired rachilla is found sporadically among the Indian and Hima. 
layan covered barleys. 
8. The児 isno strain which is characterized by semi.brachytic growth， hairy leaf. 
sh回 th，colorless plant parts and waxy end佃戸口n.
9. Genoty戸 analysisfor the nonbrittle rachis character has shown that the naked 
barleys a陀 whollyof ty戸 E(btbtBt.Bt.)， while more than 80 per cent of the 
cover吋 formsin Nepal and India are of ty戸 W (BtBtb/sbt.). 
10. A test for reaction to eleven Japan蹴 mildewraces has disclosed that almωt 
al of the Ne戸l蹴 nakedbarleys 抑制限ptibleto al th時四ces，while the 
Indian and Nepalese covered barleys include a large number of resistant strains. 
h関don the diffe毘ntialbehaviors to th~艶 ra田町Indian and Nepalese barleys 
could be classified into eleven reaction groups. 
11. Barley is田wnin auturnn in general in India and Nepal ex白 ptingthe places 
higher than 3200 m wherein it is回wnin spring. They are however variable as 
to the grade of spring (winter) habit: Indian barleys are of highly spring habit， 
while the majority of the Nepale舘 barleysare of semi'spring to舘ml哨 inter
habit (grade Il.II). It田emsthat most of the sp血 gbarleys in Nepal have each 
a single dominant spring gene， Sh.・
12. All the naked barleys from Nepal are回adilygerminable after harvest， while 
the covered barleys d迂fermarkedly in degr，民 ofpost.harvest dormancy aαord. 
ing to their origins. There is a definite tendency that the degree of dormancy 
b配omeslower with the ri毘 ofaltitude of their native places. 
13. Ba民don the morphological and physiological features and also on their geo-
graphi，伺1distribution， Nepalese and Indian barleys could be classified into four 
groups; Indian， Lowland Nepal， Himalayan covered and Himalayan naked or 
Tibetan types. Indian and Tibetan barley groups are typical of the 仇cidental
and Oriental barleys， resptヨotively，while Himalayan covered and Lowland Ne戸l
groups of barley総emto have b配 noriginated by hybridization between above-
menti∞ed two groups of barley. 
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LATIN DlAGNOS:回 OFNEW VARIETIES 
1. Convar. hexastichon (L.) Alef. s.l. var. col印刷R.Takahashi. var. nov. 
Var. parallelo affinis sed fructibus viridibus. 
2. CαlVar. hexastichon (L.) Alef. s. 1. var. nigrihyρatherum R. Takahashi， 
var. nov. 
Var. hypathero affinis関dspiculis， glumis et fructibus nigris. 
3. Cα1回 r.intermedium (Kom.) Mansf. var.ρhilemense R. Takahashi. var. nov. 
Var. boteano affinis田dspica laxa. 
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Appendix 1 
An abstract from Mansfeld's morphological system of cultivated barley， 
H ordoum vul gare L. s. 1.， for identifi四 tionof the varieties 
found in Nepal and India 
I.∞nvar. huastichon (1.) A1ef. 5.1. 
la. K回 1el∞，vered
2a， awn rough. long. glurne narrow 
3a.飽rye110w 
3b.鎚 rbluish green 
3<:. ear black to black grey 
2b. awn rough， short BS longぉ h匂d
lengh 
3a.図ryellow 
3b. ear blue-gr聞 1
3<:.ωr black 
2c. a1 5pikelets wi出 nonnalhα泊
3a. ear yellow 
1 b.kemel naked 
2a. awn rough long， glume田町'ow
3a.伺ryellow 
3b. kemel green 
3<:. ear and kemel violet 
記.ear black to black brown 
2b. awn r，∞gh. BS long as町 length
3a. ear yellow 
2c. al spikele包 wi出 nonnalhood 
3a. ear yellow 
剖.al spikel拙 wi也 elevatedhα対
(a悦吋1edω1cmawn) 
3a. ear yellow 
I.∞nvar. intermedium (Korn.) Mansfeld 
la. kemel ∞v町ed
2a. awn rough，long (cen位alrowαtly) 
3a. ear yellow 
3b. ear black 
2b. awn武lUghshort. laterally awnless 
3a.回ryellow 
3b.飽rblack 
2c. a1 spikelets without awn or hα姐
3a. ear yellow 
3b. ear black 
1b. kemel naked 
2a. awns of central row rough， long， 
latera11y awnless 
3a.個 ryellow 
2b.α山富1awn short， laterally a明白抱
3a. ear yellow 
2c.偲a回 1row wi也 normalhcx池
lat町alswithout awn or hα姐
3a.飢ryellow 
剖.叩回1row wi也 eleva凶 hood
la畑地 reducedhcx泊・likeap戸m・
也事E
3a. ear ye110w 
Ear lax I Ear de蹴 IEar very de蹴
hyb，rn“m 
co，rul，scens 
n'grum 
breviaristatum 
ullerense 
neρaZense 
horsfordianum 
coelesta 
violaceum 
tibetanum 
asiaticum 
trifurcatum 
(dananum) 
montanum 
(mortoni) 
harlani 
tonsum 
ρarallelum 
collinum 
hypatherum 
subhyρatherum 
nigrihyρathe-
rI~m 
revelatum I nudipyramidatum 
ankoberense I (uljastaicum)'" 
hangaicum 
ρisangense 
(ni pponicum) 
japponicum 
nana-prasadi i 
nigrichinense 
"“dimo，.tanum 1，.“di，.ippon;cuml ，.udicaμtatum 
(nudijaponicum)1 (nudicongestum) 
cornutum I(gymnanomalum) 
philemense I boteanum 
'" The varieties in戸renthesiswere identified only by Nakao (1956). 
